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When creating these menus, 
the Food & Beverage teams 
worked closely with Walt Disney 
Imagineering to ensure options 
felt organic to the new land.“We 
really wanted to embrace the 
immersiveness of Star Wars: 
Galaxy’s Edge,” said chef Brian 
Piasecki, culinary director for Food 
& Beverage concept development.

The team has continuously 
pushed the boundaries of what 
theme park food can look and 
taste like with tremendous 
success: although the ingredients 
in the dishes are familiar, 
the name, appearance and 
flavor of the offerings are a 
lot different from what you  
would expect. The chefs took 
inspiration from Asia, the 
Mediterranean and Morocco to 
create out of this world flavors  
for all the delicious dishes  
in Batuu. 

“We really played with the idea 
of taking foods that everyone 
knows and loves, and challenged 
ourselves and our teams to find 
a completely new spin on them. 
And, at the end of the day, I really 
think we executed that,” chef 
Brian said.  

All of the food and drinks  
on Black Spire Outpost will 
be called by their Batuuan 
names, so there’s no chicken in  
this kitchen ( just Tip-Yip) to  
bring Guests deeper into the  
Star Wars universe. 

Ronto Roasters
This stall in Black Spire 

Outpost will surely catch your eye 
with its large podracing engine 
firing up a barbecue pit and 
pitmaster droid 8D-J8 grilling up 
flavorful meats. Ronto Roasters is 
a favorite stop for crews prepping 
for their next mission. Sink your 
teeth into a savory grilled sausage 
and roasted pork wrap at this  
exotic locale.
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Oga’s Cantina
Thirsty for adventure? Step inside Oga’s 

Cantina where bounty hunters, smugglers 
and travelers come together to refuel, 
enjoy music courtesy of DJ R-3X (former 
pilot of the Starspeeder 3000) and conduct 
meetings – no questions asked. This local 
watering hole serves as the heart of Black 
Spire Outpost and lets travelers share their 
stories from across the galaxy. 

ontrary to what its remote location in the galaxy's Outer Rim would suggest, Batuu offers 
travelers a surprisingly cosmopolitan food scene. With food and drink showcasing a hint 
of ancient culture passed down from generation to generation, ready your taste buds for a 
unique and mouth watering culinary adventure. 
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Docking Bay 7
Food and Cargo

Chef Strono “Cookie” Tuggs’ transport 
shuttle sits on top of Docking Bay 7 as a 
mobile kitchen and restaurant giving space 
travelers a place to rest and indulge in a 
delicious meal before continuing their 
adventure in Black Spire Outpost. At this 
make-shift restaurant, space travelers can 
find Fried Endorian Tip-Yip (fried chicken), 
Smoked Kaadu Ribs (pork ribs) and Ithorian 
Garden Loaf (plant-based meatloaf ). 

Milk Stand
Quench your thirst with a cup of 

Batuu’s legendary blue or green treat, 
served frozen. 

Kat Saka's Kettle
Pop into this eclectic food stall for 

some Outpost Mix, a sweet, savory 
snack made with popcorn.


